Antimicrobial activity and the mechanism of silver nanoparticle thermosensitive gel
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Purpose: The purpose of the present study was to elucidate the antimicrobial activity and mechanism of silver nanoparticles incorporated into thermosensitive gel (S-T-Gel) on Staphylococcus aureus, Escherichia coli, and Pseudomonas aeruginosa.

Patients and methods: This study investigated the growth, permeability, and morphology of Staphylococcus aureus, Escherichia coli, and Pseudomonas aeruginosa cells in order to observe the action of S-T-Gel on the membrane structure of these three bacteria. The cell morphology of normal and treated bacteria cells was assessed by transmission electron microscopy (TEM), and the effects of S-T-Gel on genome DNA of bacterial cells were evaluated by agarose gel electrophoresis.

Results: S-T-Gel showed promising activity against Staphylococcus aureus and moderate activity against Escherichia coli and Pseudomonas aeruginosa. The observation with TEM suggested that S-T-Gel may destroy the structure of bacterial cell membranes in order to enter the bacterial cell. S-T-Gel then condensed DNA and combined and coagulated with the cytoplasm of the damaged bacteria, resulting in the leakage of the cytoplasmic component and the eventual death of these three bacteria. In addition, the analysis of agarose gel electrophoresis demonstrated that S-T-Gel could increase the decomposability of genome DNA.

Conclusion: These results about promising antimicrobial activity and mechanism of S-T-Gel may be useful for further research and development in in-vivo studies.
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Introduction
Silver nanoparticles have been developed as a potent antibacterial, antifungal, antiviral, and anti-inflammatory agent.1–3 People have utilized silver nanoparticles since ancient times for medicinal purposes as well as for their attractive physical, chemical, and biological properties.1,5 Compared with other metals, silver nanoparticles show higher toxicity to microorganisms while exhibiting lower toxicity to mammalian cells.6 To date, the most promising applications have been shown in the medical or pharmacological fields, such as biosensors7 and wound treatment for infection.8,9 Silver nanoparticles are available as an antimicrobial gel formulation for conventional topical antimicrobial agents, especially for burn treatment.10 However, conventional gels and ointments have certain disadvantages, such as the need for a special application syringe to deliver the gel, which may soften or liquidate unpredictably, and move away from the treatment site rapidly. The gel would not reside on the required region for a long time, resulting in poor patient compliance and unpredictable therapeutic effects.

In the past decades, considerable attention has been focused on the development of novel and controlled-release drug-delivery systems to provide a long-term therapeutic
concentration of drugs following a single dose. Many controlled-release drug-delivery systems are based on hydrogels, especially environment-sensitive hydrogels such as thermosensitive hydrogels. Therefore, various synthetic thermosensitive polymers have been extensively studied in pharmaceutical and biomedical applications. Pluronics is a class of thermosensitive polymers that have been widely utilized as drug carriers, since they exhibit unique sol-gel transition behaviors in response to temperature in aqueous solution. Pluronic F127 and F68 are nonionic surfactant/difunctional block copolymers that terminate in primary hydroxyl groups, are 100% active, and are relatively nontoxic. Making a thermosensitive gel by Pluronics was an appealing dosage form that had lots of advantages over conventional methods, such as it may increase residence time at the absorption site, improve contact between the delivery system and the absorption site, and provide localization to specified oral mucosa regions to enhance bioavailability. The authors’ previous studies showed that silver nanoparticles incorporated into Pluronic F127 and F68 to make thermosensitive gel containing silver nanoparticles (S-T-Gel) might provide a long-term effective concentration of the drug following a single dose, thereby leading to an efficient therapeutic result for bacterial infection.

Previous studies also showed that there are several mechanisms about the bactericidal effect of silver nanoparticles. Silver nanoparticles may attach to the surface of the cell membrane, interrupting permeability and metabolic pathways of the cell. Silver nanoparticles not only interact with the surface of the membrane, but can also penetrate into the bacterial cell membrane. In addition, silver nanoparticles can bind to the DNA inside the bacterial cells, preventing its replication or interaction with the bacterial ribosome. It has been discovered that silver nanoparticles can damage the structure of the bacterial cell membrane and reduce the activity of some membraneous enzymes, which cause bacteria to die eventually. However, no research has been reported in the literature to investigate the antimicrobial activity and mechanism of silver nanoparticles when they are incorporated into Pluronic F127 and F68. Therefore, in the present study, S-T-Gel was prepared by Pluronic F127 and F68 and its antimicrobial activity and mechanism also have been investigated. To investigate whether the thermosensitive gel will affect the antimicrobial activity and mechanism of silver nanoparticles, antimicrobial activity and mechanism of S-T-Gel were evaluated. Therefore, the growth, permeability, and morphology of the bacterial cells following treatment with S-T-Gel were investigated in this study.

**Materials and methods**

**Materials**

Silver nanoparticles were purchased from Shanghai Tinaph Nano-Tech Co, Ltd (Shanghai, China), glycerol from Guangzhou-hung Instrument Co, Ltd (Guangzhou, China), and ethylparaben from the Development Center of Tianjin Kemiu Chemreagent (Tianjin, China). Pluronic® F127 and F68 used for thermosensitive gel preparation were obtained from BASF (Ludwigshafen, Germany). Double-distilled and deionized water was used throughout the experiment, and all other materials used were of analytical or pharmaceutical grade.

**Microorganisms and growth conditions**

*Staphylococcus aureus* (ATCC 25923), *Escherichia coli* (ATCC 25922), and *Pseudomonas aeruginosa* (ATCC 27853) were purchased from American Type Culture Collection (ATCC, Manassas, VA). Bacterial strains were cultivated on Mueller-Hinton medium (pH 7.3 ± 0.2; Guangdong Huankai Microbial Science and Technology Co Ltd, Guangzhou, China) at 37°C with shaking at 150 rpm. Cell suspensions were diluted with a sterile saline solution to obtain a final concentration of 10^7 CFU/mL by comparison with a 0.5 McFarland turbidity standard. Growth curves of *S. aureus*, *E. coli*, and *P. aeruginosa*, exposed and unexposed to S-T-Gel, were determined based on the absorbance value at optical density measured at a wavelength of 600 nm (OD_600).

**Preparation of S-T-Gel formulation**

Glycerol and ethylparaben were dissolved in double-distilled and deionized water to make a working concentration of 1.0% and 0.1%, respectively. Pluronic F127 (12.0 wt%) and F68 (6.0 wt%) were prepared in aqueous glycerol and ethylparaben from the Development Center of Tianjin Kemiu Chemreagent (Tianjin, China) at 37°C for 24 hours before performing experimental studies.

**Growth curve of S-T-Gel to bacteria**

To determine the growth curves of S-T-Gel to *S. aureus*, *E. coli*, and *P. aeruginosa*, 20 mL Luria–Bertani (LB) broth medium, S-T-Gel, and bacteria were added separately to five conical flasks (50 mL) in order to obtain the final S-T-Gel concentrations of 0.0, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 5.0, and 10.0 mg/L and bacterial cell concentration of 10^6 CFU/mL. The six conical flasks were incubated in an upright position at 37°C ± 2°C and shaken at 150 rpm under 5% CO_2. Growth rates and bacterial concentrations were determined by measuring
Observation of interaction between S-T-Gel and bacteria

The interaction between *S. aureus*, *E. coli*, and *P. aeruginosa* and S-T-Gel was examined by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) (Hitachi H-7650; Pleasanton, CA). LB broth medium (10 mL), S-T-Gel, and bacteria were added to a 20 mL test tube to obtain the final concentrations of 10 mg/L S-T-Gel and 10⁶ CFU/mL bacteria cells. Control group was generated without S-T-Gel. The test tubes were incubated at 37°C ± 2°C and shaken at 150 rpm under 5% CO₂ for 12 hours, after which the cultures were centrifuged and the pellets harvested for morphology and structure analysis by TEM according to the one described by Li et al.¹⁸

Assessment of the effect of S-T-Gel on the DNA of bacteria

To determine whether the S-T-Gel has an influence on the DNA of damaged bacteria, the amount of DNA from normal bacteria cells and bacteria cells treated by S-T-Gel were evaluated by agarose gel electrophoresis. The reaction mixture containing 0.5 mL LB broth medium, S-T-Gel, and bacteria in 20 mM potassium phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) was preincubated for 30 minutes at 37°C.

Statistical analysis

Means and standard deviations were obtained from three experiments and were analyzed by one-way analysis of variance followed by Dunnett’s multiple-comparison test. Statistically significant differences were identified when *P* < 0.05.

Results and discussion

Growth curve of S-T-Gel to bacteria

Growth curves of *S. aureus*, *E. coli*, and *P. aeruginosa* treated with different concentrations of S-T-Gel (0.0, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 5.0, and 10.0 mg/L) included four phases: lag phase, exponential phase, stabilization phase, and decline phase, as shown in Figure 1. Stabilization phase and decline phase could not be separated because we only used the value of the OD₆₀₀ value to assay the total amount of bacteria living and dead. Compared with the control group, S-T-Gel can extend the lag phase of *S. aureus*, *E. coli*, and *P. aeruginosa*. The higher the concentration of S-T-Gel, the longer the lag phase of *S. aureus*, *E. coli*, and *P. aeruginosa*. The effects were shown to be concentration-dependent; when the concentration of S-T-Gel was 5 mg/L, the growth of 10⁷ CFU/mL *S. aureus* was completely inhibited by 48 hours. In addition, no growth of *E. coli* and *P. aeruginosa* could be detected when the concentration of S-T-Gel reached 10 mg/L. S-T-Gel showed promising activity against *S. aureus* and moderate activity against *E. coli* and *P. aeruginosa*.

Observation of interaction between S-T-Gel and bacteria

Morphology and structure of normal *S. aureus*, *E. coli*, and *P. aeruginosa* cells, and *S. aureus*, *E. coli*, and *P. aeruginosa* cells treated by S-T-Gel for 12 hours were observed using TEM (Figure 2). The cell structures are different between Gram-positive bacteria (*S. aureus*) and Gram-negative bacteria (*E. coli* and *P. aeruginosa*). The cell wall of Gram-positive bacteria is thick and made of peptidoglycan and teichoic acid. The composition of peptide chain between peptidoglycan lipoprotein/cortical, phospholipid, and lipopolysaccharide.

- **Figure 1** Growth curves of different concentrations of S-T-Gel with (A) *Staphylococcus aureus*, (B) *Escherichia coli*, and (C) *Pseudomonas aeruginosa*. 

  Abbreviation: S-T-Gel, silver nanoparticles incorporated into thermosensitive gel.
The peptidoglycan structure between Gram-negative bacteria and Gram-positive bacteria is different, as peptidoglycan was directly cross-linked together in Gram-negative bacteria. Sensitivity of Gram-positive bacteria and Gram-negative bacteria to different kinds of antibiotics is different, because the cell wall structure of them is different.

As shown in Figure 2A, the cell membrane of S. aureus cells treated by S-T-Gel was lighter. The cell membrane and cell wall is easily distinguished. There is the same change between E. coli and P. aeruginosa as they are negative bacteria. In the control group, the electron density is evenly distributed in E. coli and P. aeruginosa cells, which is a typical morphological characteristic in these normal cells. The lighter material in the cell is DNA molecules, which are randomly distributed in the nuclear area of E. coli and P. aeruginosa cells. Within the treatment group, there are large changes in internal structure of E. coli and P. aeruginosa cells. In Figure 2B and C, there are obvious bright electron areas in the center of bacteria cells. In the bright electron areas, there are some materials which concentrated very closely and showed a linear state. The bright region may be S-T-Gel caused the separation of the cell wall and cell membrane, resulting in the condensed and tense state of DNA. Many electron dense granules may be S-T-Gel, while in the bright region there is no electron dense granules; this is due to the bright region keeping S-T-Gel away.

**Assessment of the effect of S-T-Gel on the DNA of bacteria**

To confirm whether S-T-Gel can increase the decomposability of genome DNA, the analysis of agar gel electrophoresis was performed. Agar gel electrophoresis images as shown in Figure 3 revealed that the bands about genome DNA of normal S. aureus, E. coli, and P. aeruginosa respectively are lighter than the ones about genome DNA of S. aureus, E. coli, and P. aeruginosa cells treated with 10 µg/mL S-T-Gel respectively. These results confirmed that S-T-Gel can reduce the amount of genome DNA of S. aureus, E. coli, and P. aeruginosa cells.

Although some literature reports bacterial cells with negative charge can interact with silver nanoparticles with positive charge due to electrostatic interaction, there are no complete reports about how silver nanoparticles affect the process of damaging bacteria and the impact to bacterial DNA. In a previous study, Guangdong Provincial Key Laboratory of Microbial Culture Collection and Application, China, carried out research on the “study of antimicrobial activity and mechanism of silver” and reported the changes of E. coli as being progressive. Silver nanoparticles lead to the formation of “pits” in the cell walls of the bacteria and can enter into the periplasm through the pits and destroy the cell membrane. Silver nanoparticles not only condense DNA, but also combine and coagulate with the cytoplasm of damaged bacteria, which results in the leakage of the cytoplasmic component. Silver nanoparticles may cause the condensing of DNA, resulting in a loss of replication and...
degradation of DNA, thereby inhibiting bacterial growth. There is condensed DNA in the center of the bright electron areas which appears in the middle of bacteria cells. In the present study, the analysis of agar gel electrophoresis was performed to see the effects of S-T-Gel on the genome DNA of bacterial cells. This is the first time to report the mechanism of silver nanoparticles incorporated into thermosensitive gel on S. aureus, E. coli, and P. aeruginosa. There have been no previous reports on the subject. The results showed that S-T-Gel can also change the DNA of bacterial cells and inhibit the growth of S. aureus, E. coli, and P. aeruginosa cells.

Conclusion
Silver nanoparticles incorporated into thermosensitive gel (S-T-Gel) have great potential application for bacterial infection. This work described the preparation of S-T-Gel and investigated its antimicrobial activity and the mechanism. It demonstrated that S-T-Gel showed promising activity against S. aureus and moderate activity against E. coli and P. aeruginosa. S-T-Gel may destroy the structure of bacterial cell membranes to enter the bacterial cell, then condense DNA and combine and coagulate with the cytoplasm of the damaged bacteria, resulting in the leakage of the cytoplasmic component and the eventual death of bacteria. In addition, S-T-Gel can increase the decomposability of genome DNA. The antimicrobial activity and the mechanism of S-T-Gel developed in this work possesses the potential to serve as a platform for developing silver nanoparticles into a novel dosage form. To study and develop S-T-Gel, characteristics and quality control should be strengthened in future studies.
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